Quantum noise suppression in X-ray images using fuzzy 2-D Wiener filter.
The noisy images are caused by decreasing quantity of the produced X-ray due to the deformation of the X-ray tube's anode. While obtaining the image from low quantity X-ray, shot noise or quantum noise occurs, and this decreases the quality of the image. The aim of this study is to define the novel method called as Fuzzy 2-D Weiner filter (FWF-2D), which suppresses the shot noise from noisy image by avoiding any harm to the image details. With this filtering technique, it is possible to preserve the sharp-edge and the details of the image without any damage during suppressing the noise from images. FWF-2D is one of the best techniques to suppress the corrupted quantum noises due to damaged X-ray tube. The fuzzy rules used in this filter are aimed to distinguish noise pixels from image ones, and the Wiener Filter is working to remove noise pixels distinguished by these fuzzy rules. It is then possible to obtain clean images from damaged X-ray tubes by using FWF-2D technique.